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Abstract: This paper presents the concept used to construct a complex residential tilt-up-panel structure utilizing three-dimensional �3D�
modeling and animations. The residence comprises of 108 precast concrete panels of varying rectangular shapes with “dog legs” and
window and door “cutouts” that look like an assembled jigsaw puzzle. The erection and installation procedure called for a maximum
panel-to-panel joint tolerance of 1.27 cm �0.5 in.�, often in 90° joints between panels. 3D animations were used to experiment with the
construction process on the computer screen prior to construction in order to avoid potential costly on-site errors. In addition, the 3D
animations were also used as a training tool for the contractors. This paper focuses on describing the methodology used to integrate a
crane selection algorithm and optimization model with 3D modeling and animation for the selection, utilization, and location of cranes on
construction sites. Analytical optimization processes were used to decrease the traveling time and distance of the selected crane, to
improve the crane lifting sequence and to minimize the use of panel casting slabs.
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Introduction

Material handling is an important task in the delivery of construc-
tion projects, and cranes are the most crucial resource in achiev-
ing this task. Selection of the type, number, and location of cranes
is essential in planning construction operations. Skilled judgment
is critical in the crane selection process, which takes a number of
technical and financial factors into account. Information utilized
in this process may include required attachments, manufacturer
performance specifications, and load-capacity charts. To aid prac-
titioners in the selection and utilization of cranes, a number of
computer applications have been developed. Some of these appli-
cations use integer programming and optimization techniques
�Lin and Haas 1996� or 3D graphics and simulations �Hornaday et
al. 1993; Dharwadkar et al. 1994�. Other applications were devel-
oped for crane selection utilizing knowledge-based expert sys-
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tems �Al-Hussein 1999; Zhang et al. 2005; Al-Hussein et al.
2001, 2005�. They advanced crane utilization knowledge by as-
sisting crane users with crane selection and location on construc-
tion sites utilizing the geometric cranes information stored in a
comprehensive cranes database �Al-Hussein et al. 2000�. CAD
tools are being used to visualize construction operations by per-
mitting the analysis of complicated on-site procedures to occur
first in an office. Successful construction operations coordinate
the complex interactions between multiple pieces of equipment,
labor trades, and materials �Kamat and Martinez 2001�.

Computer simulation and animations provide users with an
innovative way to analyze a composition that contains different
elements that all play a roll in a unique environment. For ex-
ample, 3D modeling generates spaces that can be as accurate as
real life. More and more users have become dependent on com-
putational software because analyzing an operation in the office,
as compared to improvising the same operation on-site, substan-
tially reduces costs. With the advances in technology that have
occurred during the past 10 years, computer applications have
changed the industry. Simulation modeling and visualization sub-
stantially assist in the designing of operations and in making op-
timal decisions, whereas traditional methods prove ineffective or
are unfeasible �Kamat and Martinez 2001�. Any CAD software is
based on input data �3D information� given by the user. The input
data would behave more realistically if its graphic representations
and user applications better reflected the customer’s needs and
could be applied without extensive effort. Research has been done
in regards to automation and computer analyses based on 3D
modeling and integrating systems: �Bjork 1989; Ammermann et
al. 1994; Aouad 1994; Tracey et al. 1996; Zhong et al. 2004�.

The combination of 3D modeling and optimization techniques
can provide a wide range of possible solutions that would provide
different perspectives when making managerial decisions. In
order to do so, a combination of the CAD geometrical space and

a syntax or optimization procedure must occur. There is a lack of
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connection between these two parts in many construction compa-
nies; the lack of consideration of spatial requirements for con-
struction operations as a resource in their scheduling �Mallasi and
Dawood 2002�. This paper presents the challenges of the case
study in regards to the unique construction method that was used
with the set level of finishing quality tolerance and accuracy.

Case Study

The case study documented in this paper demands a high degree
of accuracy in erecting the tilt-up concrete panels. Shape accuracy
was extremely important for this complex architectural designs,
which called for a maximum panel-to-panel joint tolerance of a
total of 1.27 cm �0.5 in.� or 63.5 mm �0.25 in.� from each panel,
often in 90° joints between panels. This required an extremely flat
casting slab and precise formwork. In addition, since the exterior
face received an acid stain treatment, the panels had to exhibit a
smooth surface finish free of bug holes, voids or other surface
irregularities including consistency in color and texture of the
aggregate. One advantage of this singular method is that it re-
duces construction times and is less expensive �Meadow Burke
2002� and �TCA 2004�. The case study presented in this paper
involves the construction of a complex architectural design for a
residence in New York, as shown in Fig. 1. The case study is a
unique private residence, which had its main structure constructed
during the summer of 2005. Designed by Steven Holl �Holl
2004�, this facility uses a construction methodology called tilt-up
panels, which is based on cast on-site reinforced concrete panels.
The residence comprises of four pavilions and other facilities in-
cluding a library, theater and a gallery. New York based firm
Robert Silman Associates, P.C, engineered the structure of the
facility.

This complex project includes 108 tilt-up panels �Fig. 2�, ex-
tending up to 10 m �35 ft� in length and height with weights
ranging from 1,500–30,000 kg �3,000–61,000 lb�. Most of the
panels have a thickness of 20 cm �8 in.�, but some are as thick as
25.4 cm �10 in.�, as determined by structural requirements. The
construction covers more than 2,000 m2 �22,000 ft2� in gross area
with two upper levels and an underground level. The unique
structural complexity poses the challenge of optimizing the con-
structability process.

Precision and accuracy were important factors that played
enormous roles during the assembly of the panels. The case study
can be likened to the construction of a 3D jigsaw puzzle with 90°

Fig. 1. Architectural model of the case study
connections of puzzle pieces. A lifting sequence was required to
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put the panels together without increasing the risk of misfits or
problems, based on space constraints and bracing needs, during
the installation. There were many uncertainties to address; thus, a
smaller model, hereafter referred to as the “mock-up model,” was
constructed to assist in the material selection and to learn more
about the panels’ erection procedure. The mock-up model is
comprised of five concrete panels, similar to those in the actual
structure, with window and door openings and rectangular and
diagonal shapes as shown in Fig. 3. The dimensions of this
mock-up model were one-third the size of the actual panels. The
mock-up model gave invaluable insights regarding the process of
erecting the concrete panels. Different constraints were tested and
possible solutions or suggested changes needed for actual con-
struction were obtained. Two of the tested constraints were the
concrete mix and the casting slabs required to form the panels.
The formwork could not be reused since each panel shape is
different and since they also had to be poured within a short
period of time for quality purposes and to ensure the same type of
aggregate would be used.

Other challenges included the crane selection and location, in
addition to the establishment of a casting panel layout, which was
carried out using an optimization model described later in this
paper. A novel feature of this construction is the introduction of
3D and 4D models to prevent problems that could arise unexpect-
edly during the erection of the structure. Knowing all the con-

Fig. 2. 108 concrete panels used for the case study

Fig. 3. Mock-up model
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straints before tilting up each panel will not only reduce costs,
time and labor, but the quality of the installation will also match
the expected tolerances.

Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology follows the concept illustrated in Fig.
4, which focuses on optimizing the layout for the casting slabs
and lifting sequence while considering the following constraints:
Site boundaries, casting slab joint-control connections, casting
slab shapes and dimensions, panel characteristics, and maximum
ground pressure exerted on the basement walls. In addition, the
proposed methodology incorporated a crane selection process,
which followed the algorithm described by �Al-Hussein et al.
2001, 2005�, to maximize the crane utilization on-site, as well as
analyzing different cranes in a variety of picking and placing
point scenarios.

With this algorithm, more than 50 different types of cranes
were tested in order to obtain the equipment with enough capacity
to lift the 108 concrete panels, but at the same time, with the
lowest rental cost. Space constraints and clearances between the
lifted panel and the ongoing construction were verified with this
algorithm. With the incorporation of a database and developing an
optimization model, this research targeted to reduce the casting
slab area by placing the concrete panels as close as possible from
each other, and as close as possible to the crane in order to ac-
complish the following: Facilitate the lifting process on-site,
maximize the crane capacity and obtain a cost reduction in con-
crete, workmanship, and equipment rental cost by minimizing the
construction of casting slabs. Then, the construction site layout
was designed using the output data from the crane selection algo-
rithm, the optimization model and the construction characteristics.
The main objective was to minimize the crane’s travel by lifting
as many panels as possible from the same location, minimizing as
well the risk related hardware failure by dropping any panel dur-
ing the travel. Due to the complexity of the shapes of the concrete
panels, the lifting process was enhanced by developing 3D ani-
mations. The lifting and bracing crew benefited from this module
since every morning before any installation took place, the lifting
process was analyzed in detail, contemplating potential lifting
movements and space constraints in regards to pivoting the panels

Fig. 4. Proposed methodology main process
on the casting slabs and bracing installation.
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Development Process

The analysis was carried out in three steps. The analysis process
used existing technology including software such as 3D STUDIO
MAX, AUTOCAD, MS SOLVER, and algorithms as described in
�Al-Hussein et al. 2001, 2005� �Step 1�. An optimization model
was developed in MS EXCEL in order to enhance the construc-
tion site layout and equipment utilization by making them more
efficient �Step 2�. For the crane, the goal was to optimize its use
on-site by decreasing its mobilization and maximizing its lifting
capacity �Step 3�. For the construction site layout, the goal was to
reduce its area and, at the same time, the incurred costs. The
analysis process made use of the momentum equation; a vector
�radii� multiplied by a force �panel weights� exerts a momentum
on the crane. By locating the crane in specific locations around
the facility, these momentums can have a small value, which at
the same time, maximizes the crane capacity and the selection of
cheaper equipment �Step 3�.

Step 1—Crane Selection Process: During the crane selection
step, the algorithms described �in Al-Hussein et al. 2001, 2005�
were used to provide a list of technically feasible cranes for the
tilt-up process; these algorithms processes are briefly described
here to provide continuity. These algorithms have a friendly in-
terface that allows users to specify location constraints such as
barriers and obstacles surrounding the crane location. It also of-
fers the user an opportunity to update the database with additional
new cranes. The algorithms follow the process illustrated in Fig. 5
to assist in the selection of technically feasible crane-
configurations. Therefore, based on the type of crane, the algo-
rithm follows these two different streams: one for lattice boom
cranes and the other for hydraulic cranes �a lattice boom crane
was selected for the panel installation�. The formulations for lifts
performed only on the main boom are considered for this case
study. The algorithm considers the detailed geometry of each
crane in its calculation. To select a mobile crane, contractors need
to know the following three main geometrical variables: Main
boom length, main boom angle to ground and the crane’s lifting
radius. To determine the optimum boom length of a lattice boom
crane, the geometry of the crane is expressed using the following:
�1� the main boom length as a function of its angle to ground; �2�
the main boom length as a function of the crane’s lifting radius;
and �3� the crane’s lifting radius as a function of the main boom
angle to ground.

The optimization module of the algorithm provides an easy-

Fig. 5. Algorithm selectomatic
to-use environment for calculating the maximum and minimum
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radii associated with the geometrical variables identified above.
This module has been developed using MS SOLVER Optimizer,
which is an add-on utility to MS EXCEL. It also provides a pow-
erful tool for evaluating alternatives associated with the location
of the selected crane �i.e., safe range in terms of lifting radius and
boom angle to ground for the selected configurations�. Informa-
tion on crane configurations selected by the algorithm can be
retrieved from the crane database �Al-Hussein 2000�. However,
their angles to the ground are subject to change when the lifting
radius changes. The algorithm objective is to optimize the lifting
radius �i.e., to determine the minimum and the maximum radii.
Based on the results obtained from this interface, the next step
was to choose the crane that is capable of performing the work,
while minimizing mobility complications and considering opera-
tion costs, availability and accessibility parameters. A Manitowoc
Crawler Mounted Crane 888 �230 t� was selected.

Step 2—Panels’ Spreadsheet: To optimize the processes in the
second phase of the analysis, an Excel model was developed to
provide a range of possible solutions. Based on the location con-
straints of the construction site, the casting slabs and panels were
placed in accordance with the crane’s reach and capacity. Fig. 6
illustrates the characteristics of the panels included in each phase.
As an example, the spreadsheet for Phase 1C is shown in Figs. 6
and 7. The offset distance from the footings/foundation walls to
the center of rotation is taken into account as well as the quadrant
dimensions. The input data for the model included the panels’
tags, weights, and dimensions as well as a 3D model of the house
with the final panel locations. The weight of the rigging system,
including hooks, slings, spreader bar, and main block was
2,500 kg �5,000 lb, Fig. 7�. The coordinate system started from
the left bottom corner of the project �Quadrant C, Fig. 8�. The
final x and y locations in the house are relative to the center of
gravity of each panel are shown in Fig. 6. For the calculations in
Step 3, it was necessary to determine the distance of the crane to
the final location in the house for each panel satisfying Eqs. �1�
and �2�

Fig. 6. Optimization model, Part A
x from crane = Offset x + x �1�
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y from crane = Offset y + y �2�

where Offset x, Offset y=offset distances between the house to
the crane, measured from the edge of the footings to the center of
rotation of the crane.

After calculating the distance from x and y of the crane with
respect to the final location of the panel in the house, the follow-
ing procedure was used to determine the lifting radius of the
crane. Fig. 7 shows the calculations made in the optimization
model, which are explained in detail in Step 3. Rx and Ry �Eqs.
�3� and �4�, respectively� represent the radii of the final location
of the crane to the final location of the panel in the house �lifting
radii�, with the crane sitting on the x-axis or y-axis. The crane can
be placed along the x-axis/y-axis and then, obtain a set o momen-
tums exerted on the crane. Mx and My �Eqs. �5� and �6�� are
mathematical functions based on the position the crane �radii
from the x- or y-axis� and the lifting weights �concrete panels�. In
the same spreadsheet, the maximum values are shown at the bot-
tom of each calculation

Rx = ��x pos − x from crane� ˆ 2

+ �y min − y from crane� ˆ 2� ˆ 0.5 �3�

Ry = ��y pos − y from crane� ˆ 2

+ �x min − y from crane� ˆ 2� ˆ 0.5 �4�

where x pos,y pos=iterated crane location along the x- or y-axis
�Fig. 6�; and x min,y min=coordinate values that indicate the
start of the quadrant.

Fig. 7. Optimization model, Part B

Fig. 8. Construction site layout
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The variables x pos/y pos are used as the iterating parameters
in regards to the crane location along the x axis or y axis in order
to find the minimum momentum exerted on the crane by lifting a
certain subset of panels. x min and y min are constants that indi-
cate the starting position of the quadrant with respect to the co-
ordinate system, previously defined. The structural design
included a panel installation sequence, which could not be modi-
fied. The panel installation sequence was divided into two main
phases. In the first phase, the building was divided into quadrants,
each tagged with the letters A–D as shown in Fig. 8. This phase
had a total of 63 panels, which partially composed the main struc-
ture of the house. The second phase did not require a specific
lifting sequence; this phase had a total of 48 concrete panels, most
of them to be installed on top of the panels from the first phase.
Several layouts were made with different casting slab shapes. In
the end, the constructability issue defined the casting slabs’
layout.

The casting slabs were poured around the construction site to
allow the crane to move between the construction and the cast
panels. Panel sizes ranged from 12.80�12.80 m to 15.84
�15.84 m �42�42 ft to 52�52 ft�, covering a total area of
4316 m2 or 46,459 sq ft �Fig. 8�. With a preliminary casting slab
area, the first task was to maximize the usage of the crane at its
pick-up points. In other words, the objective was to lift as many
panels as possible from each crane position. The second task was
to maximize the efficiency of the casting slabs by reducing the
wasted area between the cast concrete panels. The center of mass
was retrieved from the 3D model �pair of x-, y-coordinates� using
AUTOCAD Landscape. The pairs of coordinates were obtained
by using the software’s mass properties tool, and then, the data
was exported to a spreadsheet. Subsets of panels were made
within each main group according to the panels’ final location.
These subsets of panels contained consecutive panels in the struc-
tural sequence. An optimization model using MICROSOFT

Fig. 9. Fin
EXCEL SOLVER was then developed in order to find x-y loca-
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tions for the crane that maximized lifting capacity and minimized
crane displacement as shown in Fig. 9.

Step 3: Optimization Model and Panel Layout: The objective
was to calculate the maximum momentum for each subset of
panels while varying the crane location along the rectangular path
around the house. The developed spreadsheet used a quadratic
optimization model. The momentum theory was applied to the
model, satisfying Eqs. �5� and �6�

Mx = F · Dx �5�

My = F · Dy �6�

where M=momentum; F=force vector �in this case, the panel
weight�; and Dx ,Dy=shortest distance from the element’s center
of mass to the center of rotation of the crane �in this case, the
crane radii distances Rx and Ry�.

The model then selects the smallest value of the prospective
maximum momentums as the most favorable location for the
crane. From this quadratic model, MS SOLVER found locations
which maximize the crane’s capacity to lift most or all of the
panels in the set without having to move to another position. To
illustrate the effect, Fig. 10 shows the momentum results exerted
on the crane by altering the crane’s location along the path. The
path that the crane can follow by varying its location in accor-
dance with the installation sequence is shown in Fig. 8. One con-
straint included in the model was the ground pressure exerted on
the existing basement walls. The geotechnical engineer calculated
a minimum offset distance of 3.65 m �12 ft� from the edge face of
the basement to the end of the crane crawlers. For each subset of
panels, x-y coordinates were obtained by changing the crane lo-
cation along the predefined path.

Solver and Solver Table were applied to obtain the result. As
an example, Fig. 8 shows the crane’s final location. Fig. 11 illus-

e location
al cran
trates the quadratic model used in the investigation for targeting
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the minimum value �minimum momentum�. The x-y coordinates
were iterated by MS SOLVER to determine the min-max momen-
tum. The variables included in MS SOLVER bounded the selec-
tion of the minimum momentum satisfying the objective function
�Eq. �7�� and the set of constraints �Eq. �8�–�11��

Min�Mxi,Myi� �7�

xi � x min �8�

xi � x max �9�

yi � y min �10�

yi � y max �11�

where Mxi ,Myi=momentums along the rectangular path; xi ,
yi=iterating values along the rectangular path; and
x min,y min,x max,y max=minimum and maximum path
boundaries.

Sensitivity Analysis: The reduce gradient in Fig. 11 is the “rate
of hurt in the objective function value as the variable is forced
away from its zero value” �Moore and Weatheford 2001�. For this
case, the final location of the crane cannot be encountered in a
better position since the encounter momentum is the minimum
value, which is why the reduced gradient value is zero. The
Lagrange multiplier in Fig. 11 is the rate at which the final value
�minimum value in this case� would change when the constraints
are increased. Since the optimization model is using a second
degree equation, the minimum value obtained for each case is the
value at the valley of the quadratic equation, where the slope �or
rate of change� is zero.

Fig. 10. Possible crane iterating locations

Fig. 11. Optimization model
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Construction Site Layout

During the layout process, it was important to know the maxi-
mum radius at which each panel could be placed from the pick-up
points previously defined. The joint control used to avoid frac-
tures in the casting slab added to the panels’ placement a new
space constraint. In addition, the formwork of the panels could
not be positioned across these joints. The minimum offset be-
tween the edge of the panels and the joints were held at 20 cm
�8 in.�, while the minimum separation between each panel was
25.4 cm �10 in.�. With the use of a spreadsheet, the boom length
was selected according to the capacity provided for the lifting
process. The model also provided each boom length with the
maximum radius for each panel. The best fit for the boom length
was between 45.72 m �150 ft� and 54.86 m �180 ft�; fulfilling
with the maximum clearance requirement obtain by the algorithm
in Step 1.

As the boom length decreases, the capacity is enhanced and at
the same time, the picking radius is decreased. After checking all
the maximum radii for all the panels, it was decided that the
45.72 m �150 ft� boom best suited the project. The 54.86 m
�180 ft� boom length would cause more panels to be lifted near
the crane’s maximum capacity. Two different models of casting
slab shapes were proposed in order to facilitate the lifting process.
As shown in Fig. 12, the concrete panels were placed on the
casting slab with their axis of rotation �pivot point�, perpendicular
to the boom of the crane �or lifting radius�. The center of gravity
was aligned with the center of the crane and the pivot point of the
panel. As a result, when the panel was tilted from the casting slab,
it would rotate without sliding �dragging movement� on the cast-
ing slab since its center of gravity will follow the path of the
boom. This approach was proposed in order to minimize stresses
on the concrete panels during the tilt-up. If the panels were going
to be tilted from their axis of rotation, the center of gravity has to
be always aligned with the main line of the crane �rigging sys-
tem�. Then, the tension force applied by the rigging system on the
concrete panel will be in equilibrium with the center of gravity of
the concrete panel �sum of forces in Z=0�. No momentums or
dragging forces will be decomposed from the rigging system if it
is kept plumb and aligned. Due to constructability issues, joint
controls and the need for saving materials �casting slab area�, this

Fig. 12. Circular casting slab
method was avoided. Although, it did have the two easiest lifting
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movements for the crane operator �hoist up and boom up� and the
minimum exerted stresses on the panel.

The next design for the casting slabs used rectangular shapes,
allowing a better control of their construction and better material/
area utilization. As a constructability issue, the casting slabs are
made as square as possible to avoid fractures. If a fracture were to
occur, the imperfection would appear on the exterior face of the
panel, reducing its aesthetic quality. As shown in Fig. 13, the
panels are closer to each other, which uses less space. Unfortu-
nately, the axes of rotation of the panels were not perpendicular to
the lifting radius; for tilting the panels, three movements were
required from the crane operator: to hoist up, to boom up and to
swing the boom �all of them at the same time�. In order to provide
a solution, 3D animations were made to help the lifting crew and
the crane operator to understand the requirements involved with
the tilting and installation process. For the type of crane selected,
the minimum lifting radius is 7.31 m �24 ft�, making it impossible
to lift the panels by placing the crane in front of them in order to
have their axis of rotation perpendicular to the lifting radius.

According to the lifting sequence and the subsets of panels
defined with the optimization model, the panels were placed using
the lifting points encounter in Step 3 and the maximum lifting
radius for each panel �as explained before�. Finally, the panels
were placed within the maximum radii provided by the 45.72 m
�150 ft� boom as shown in Fig. 14. The construction site layout
was drawn in AUTOCAD �Fig. 8�. Problems regarding space

Fig. 13. Rectangular casting slab

Fig. 14. Boom lengths and lifting radii
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were encountered when placing the panels on the casting slabs
due to the maximum lifting radii and the panel sizes. In total, 22
pick-up points were placed on the rectangular path around the
facility. The crane had to travel with three panels due to the crane
capacity, panel layout and placement positions. In addition, 10
panels were lifted within the range of 90–100% of the crane
maximum capacity.

3D Animations

During the development of the 3D animation, potential problems
were recognized and addressed accordingly. Based on the outputs
of the optimization model, the crane selection algorithm and the
construction site layout, the 3D animations were developed in 3D
STUDIO MAX. Based on the need to visualize the lifting pro-
cess, and in order to introduce the lifting crew to the complicated
installation process, the development of the 3D model and the 3D
animations were instrumental in the project by reducing construc-
tability issues for panel lifting, bracing and final placement. Fig.
15, shows the complete 3D model of the facility made in
AUTOCAD.

A special requirement, when constructing with tilt-up, is the
need to pivot the panel from its base without dragging it. To keep
the hook-block plumb, the crane operator has to maneuver the
panel in the following three crane movements at the same time:
Swinging the boom, booming up and hoisting up. The following
two 3D models were made for the case study: the facility and the
crane. The crane was designed according to the equipment speci-
fications and dimensions. The pick-up locations found with the
optimization model were used to place the 3D model of the crane
around the facility using AUTOCAD, and then, the file was ex-
ported to 3D STUDIO MAX. A lack of integration between math-
ematical analyses and 3D visualization �Mallasi and Dawood
2002� is a common error in the present practice. Construction
methods can be enhanced by computer modeling; small issues can
be detected by repeating the construction process many times on
a computer screen without taking the risk of failure at the con-
struction site. Like the irregular concrete panels used in the case
study, which depended on the location of the lift inserts, after
tilting the panel from the casting slab, they could be hanging with
or without a vertical inclination. If the lift inserts are cast on the
exterior face of the concrete panel, the center of gravity will have
to coincide with the main line of the crane �rigging system�, mak-

Fig. 15. 3D AUTOCAD model
ing the panel incline during the lifting. During the panel installa-
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tion, if the inclined panel has to interlock with another that is
already installed; special care has to be taken in order to fit the
inclined panel to its final position without colliding the installed
one.

As shown in Fig. 16, if the installation is made following case
A, the panels will not collide to each other. If the installation is
made according to case B, the panels will not fit. Due to this
spatial issue, the lifting was changed and revised based on the
output of the 3D animations. Another issue found was the coor-
dination with the bracing system. For tilt-up constructions, a more
efficient practice is to install the braces when the concrete panels
are lying down on the casting slab. During the installation, braces
have to be anchored to the slab on grade, foundation wall, footing
or deadman �concrete block with dimensions of 1�1�1 m� in
order to provide support to the concrete panel after installation.
For the case study, the concrete panels required two or three
braces, ranging from 5.48 to 9.75 m �18–32 ft� in length. Due to
space constraints, there were interferences between the braces.
The 3D animations helped to determine where to install the end of
the brace in order to avoid these interferences.

Two frame samples of one panel animation have been included
in this paper �Fig. 17�. Most of the panels are both pivoted and
lifted from the face inserts with special lifting sequences. These
lifting sequences were designated with letters A–C. In sequence
A, the panel is pivoted to a vertical orientation using the face
inserts. After it has been braced to the floor, the temporary legs
need to be removed, at which point the panel can be elevated
using the edge inserts. Sequence B is identical to A, only there are
no temporary legs to remove from the panels. Sequence C panels
are pivoted using both type of inserts �face and edge� and are
lifted using the top inserts. Then, relevant information is incorpo-
rated into the animation to make the tilt-up process as real as
possible. During the rotation of each panel, the animation in-

Fig. 16. Proper installation sequence

Fig. 17. 3D animation of lifting a panel
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cludes the stretching of the slings and the movements of the
crane. Although physics is not integrated into the model, the in-
terface is a means to establish the rotation angles that the crane
operator can use to lift the panel in accordance with the pre-
defined specifications.

Conclusions

This paper presents a methodology used to construct a challeng-
ing project with a unique construction method with a high level of
tolerance and accuracy. Therefore, the need for precise equipment
utilization could not be ignored. Each of the 108 panels was ani-
mated using 3D STUDIO MAX in order to expose possible con-
straints, beginning with the tilt-up process for every panel and
ending with their final placement. Errors can be avoided by ana-
lyzing the installation sequence with the 3D animations. Some of
the panels, depending on their shape, structural configuration and
architectural design, had to be tilt-up using four different lifting
procedures, which were determined by the designing engineering
firm. Most of the panels were both pivoted and lifted from the
face inserts, but some had special lifting sequences. Although
physics is not integrated into the model, the interface is a means
to establish the rotation angles that the crane operator can utilize
to lift the panel in accordance with the predefined specifications.
It also allows for an opportunity to check if the panels fit depend-
ing on the installation sequence. The lifting operation also had to
be as smooth as possible to avoid dragging movements.

Based on the optimization model, all the panels were cast in
close proximity to minimize the construction of casting slabs and
the traveling requirements of the crane. The optimization model
helped to select the most technically and cost effective crane.
Also, the lifting process was optimized by developing mathemati-
cal functions based on the max-min lifting moment that reduced
the crane displacements along the construction layout. In addi-
tion, the use of the tools presented in this paper, helped to develop
the construction layout and to reduce the amount of concrete used
for the casting slabs by 14%, less than the originally expected.
The 3D animations revealed which types of movements mini-
mized errors in the tilt-up process. The development of computer
animations reduced the uncertainty in the installation process and
guided the construction crew. Based on this visualization tool,
decisions were taken before any operation at the construction site
was conducted. The 3D animations helped to understand the in-
stallation sequence and helped to modify it according to space
constraints. Animating this procedure using 3D STUDIO MAX
was useful. However, it was time consuming and improvements
can be made to increase efficiency. 3D STUDIO MAX includes in
its interface a programming tool called MAXSCRIPT that allows
designers to repeat processes by declaring simple codes. This tool
can be used in conjunction with inverse kinematics solutions �IK�.
IK calculates the positions and angles that are needed to target the
displacement of objects from their initial to their final position
�Madhavapeddy and Ferguson 1999�. In this case, the initial po-
sition was the crane location with the boom and rigging at a
certain instant in a coordinate system. The trajectory delineated
the lifting maneuvers and the final position was the ultimately
desired position of the panel. The success of this project paved the
way to the adaptation of the concept of precast tilt-up panels to a
residential, single-family, 5- to 6-story apartment building in

Edmonton.
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
Dx ,Dy � shortest distance from the element’s center of

mass to the center of rotation of the crane �in
this case, the crane radii distances Rx and
Ry�;

F � force vector �in this case, the panel weight�;
M � momentum;

Mxi ,Myi � momentums along the rectangular path;
Offset x, Offset y

� offset distances measured from the edge of
the footings to the center of rotation;

Rx ,Ry � crane lifting radii;
xi ,yi � iterating values along the rectangular path;

x min,y min,x max,y max
� minimum and maximum path boundaries;

x pos,y pos � iterated crane location along the x- or y-axis.
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